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SCANGRIP EX-VIEW
ATEX EXPLOSION PROOF
HEADLAMP 200 LUMEN 

        

   

Product price:  

99,90 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

SCANGRIP EX-VIEW ATEX EXPLOSION PROOF HEADLAMP 200 LUMEN 

SCANGRIP EX-VIEW is an extremely durable and exceptionally lightweight explosion-proof
headlamp designed for hazardous locations with a risk of explosion.

The headlamp SCANGRIP EX-VIEW is designed with the latest COB LED technology, providing
extremely powerful illumination that maximizes uniform light output and illuminates the entire field
of view.

The design is ergonomic for a perfect and comfortable fit, and the braided headband is durable
and adjustable. When set to sensor mode, SCANGRIP EX-VIEW turns on/off just by waving a
hand in front of the lamp in a double motion, even when wearing thick gloves. As an extra feature,
the headlamp can be easily detached from the strap and used as a hand lamp or placed on a
magnetic surface for inspection work.

The explosion-proof headlamp SCANGRIP comes complete with a lithium-ion battery that allows
an operation of 2.50 h, in addition to increasing versatility, on request the charging cable included
in the supply can be replaced with a compatible version for sockets: American, English,
Australian and Switzerland.

TECHNICAL FEATURES SCANGRIP EX-VIEW

Luminous flux: 200 lumens
Lamp type: LED COB
Maximum illuminance: 300 lux @ 0.5 m
Luminance distance: 0.5 m
Light color: 6000 Kelvin
Main beam angle: 110°
Battery capacity: 1600 mAh
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Battery type: Li-ion
Battery voltage: 3. 80 V
Cable: 1 m USB to mini DC
Maximum Power Consumption: 1.6 W
Charging Input Voltage: 100-240 Vac / 50-60 Hz
Length: 95 mm
Width: 55 mm
Height: 43 mm
Weight: 0.14 Kg

Looking for a lighting system with different features? Here you can find the area dedicated to
professional lighting systems SCANGRIP or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IP65
Type of lamps: LED
Total lumens (Lm): 200
Length (mm): 95
Width (mm): 55
Height (mm): 43
Weight (Kg): 0.14
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